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In this novella from USA TODAY bestselling author Karpov Kinrade, experience the events of
House of Ravens through the eyes of Andriy Zorin."I thought Nyx was gone," she says.Zorin opens
the ancient coffin, revealing a black cloak and white mask. "I must be him again. One last time."
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*** NOTE: I received an Advanced Reader's Copy (ARC) of this book in exchange for an HONEST
review. ***Night of Nyx is the first novella in the Nightfall Chronicles. The events in the novella take
place during those of the first half of House of Ravens. It's mainly told via Zorin's point of view,
however some chapters are from Varian's point of view. Rather than seem redundant, Night of Nyx
helps readers understand Zorin's character more. Varian's motives also seem a lot clearer,
transforming his role significantly from that of the villian we saw him as in House of Ravens to that of
a misunderstood hero.Very little is left to desire in this novella. The story is fast-paced, informative,
and an appropriate length for the amount of content being delivered.I'd recommend Night of Nyx to
fans of the Nightfall Chronicles and fans of science fiction, adventure, fantasy, and dystopian

stories. It is appropriate for young teens, but does contain some graphic descriptions of
violence.Overall, I loved this glimpse into Zorin's soul. His actions and reactions make so much
more sense to me now. He's much more likeable a character than I had imagined. Varian's
character was the most changed for me, however. I couldn't help seeing the bad guy he made
himself out to be, but now I know why for the most part, and that has truly reshaped him. I'm truly
pleased with this novella and I can't wait for the next book.

I received an ARC of this novella in exchange for an honest review.I enjoyed hearing Zorin part of
the story. It helped me to understand him and his choices. It was nice to learn more about his past
and lost love. You got to see how his past helped define him. I look forward to seeing more of him in
the next book.

Review for updated version: While there were very minimal (if any?) changes in this, it reads a
totally different way than it did before, after reading the ending of the new House of Ravens. Much
more complicated interactions with more hidden meaning between some of the Dark Templers.
(Original review follows)This is a great companion piece to the Nightfall series; it gives me more of a
sense of Zorin's age, and motivations, Personally I would recommend reading this after House of
Ravens. I really feel for him about Danika; both in a good way, and a bad way. (Spoilers!!)(Spoilers
below)that he gets to spend more time with her,And that he loses her, twice.Danika appearing to
Zorin, in the present, shows more about his motivations/inner drive(s).

I enjoyed this Novella for the additional insight it provided (more so with Varian than with Zorin), but I
found myself wishing there was a bit more. I found myself wishing it would have touched a bit more
on Zorin's motives (still very unclear, and even if only a glimmer) as well as one or two of the more
intimate moments between him and Scarlett. There was an opportunity with the scene where they
are sitting on the rooftop of the cathedral, but the novella glosses right over that moment.Still a great
read, and I very much recommend reading it.

*I was given this book in exchange for an honest review*This small novella is a perfect companion
to the Nightfall Chronicles and for those who want to get to know Zorin more! The authors wrote a
nice insight to the thoughts of Zorin, and also his reasons for helping both Scarlett and Nightfall.
Pllus, I loved how the authors included the point of view of King Varian! It created this excitement
that is making me crave the next book in the series! Personally, this is one of the best novellas I

have read on the content of further character insight.

As a fan of this series, I shout, "Thank God!" There are many explanations and clarifying character
details and situations/events described from other points of view that give much needed and helpful
points of information!This may have only been a novella but it packs a heavy punch with information
all while bringing beauty and showing the strength & fight spirit of a few characters.I love this book
and it makes me all the more excited for the next one! Read on, my friends, read on!

The Night of Nyx is a point of view from Zorin and what he went thru up until the present time in
House of Ravens. I absolutely love to read POV's because you get more behind the scenes
information to figure out the characters more and what they thought of when the scenes were
unfolding. With Zorin he has lived a long time and knowing some of his history can explain how he
acts to this day in the present time. I can't wait to find out more on what happens next in this epic
story with Scarlett and the other characters. This POV is amazing and information driven.

I loved that this story was told from Zorin's, as well as portions being told from Varian's, point of
view!This gives the story of Nightfall more life, seeing it told this way. We are moments between
other characters that Scarlett/Nightfall was not privy to, which ultimately helps us understand (or
question ) our perception in previous books.
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